Rich, deep bass from a compact, ‘Integrated Back Box’ utilizing Sonic Vortex® technology. This patented technology is a ‘twist’ on Ported Transmission Line design, that doubles as a built-in back box to keep speaker sound from bleeding to other rooms while adding 6 to 9dB boost in mid-lower bass for solid bass response.

Optional 0E-EZBRACKET pre-construction bracket; use size ‘F’ for this model.

Frequency Response: 46-22,000Hz
RMS Power: 50 Watts
Max Power: 120 Watts
Tweeter Size: 1” Aluminum Pivoting Tweeter
Speaker Driver: 6.5” Silver IMPP Cone
Impedance: 8 Ohms
Grill Diameter: 9.3”
Mounting Diameter: 8.5”
Mounting Depth: 6.8”
Mounting Style: 4 Locking ‘Dogs’
Grill: Frameless Magnetic Grill

Multiple Patents Pending

PART #: 0E-IC6M
UPC: 811914021889

Product Certification: